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	"I1's free!" That phrase emblazons many products. Everything from coupons in

	your local grocery store to the trade paper you read this morning use that phrase.

	Web Matrix is another product that uses the phrase "It's free!" However, unlike

	many products for which free also me ans nonuseful, Web Matrix is an extremely

	useful product. This is the editor you've always wanted on your desktop, but

	never had before. By the time you finish this book, Web Matrix willlikely find

	a permanent place in your toolbox because it does so many tasks weIl.





	This book provides a complete view ofWeb Matrix-everything from generating

	simple Web pages, to developing Web Services, to performing database

	development, and on to creating mobile applications. You'llieam how to use Web

	Matrix to perform a variety of tasks and how to extend it to meet needs that the

	original developers might not have envisioned. You'll also leam about places

	where Web Matrix isn't the right tool for the job. This book presents an honest

	evaluation of how you can use Web Matrix to improve your development environment.

	As with many tools, Web Matrix helps you perform some tasks weIl, but

	doesn't perform weIl in other areas.





	Instead of taking a Microsoft -specific view of the product, I provide you with

	a generic (you can use this for anything) view when appropriate. For example,

	you'lliearn how to add your custom controls and components to Web Matrix and

	develop applications using the same resources that you've always used. In

	addition, you'lliearn how to add new templates to Web Matrix and even create

	an environment where you can edit files created by other language products on

	other platforms. In short, you'lliearn just how flexible Web Matrix is and why you

	should participate in the community effort to improve it.
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Access 2007: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2006
Compared to industrial-strength database products such as Microsoft's SQL Server, Access is a breeze to use. It runs on PCs rather than servers and is ideal for small- to mid-sized businesses and households. But Access is still intimidating to learn. It doesn't help that each new version crammed in yet another set of features; so many, in fact,...
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Java EE 8 High Performance: Master techniques such as memory optimization, caching, concurrency, and multithreading to achieve maximum performance from your enterprise applications.Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get more control of your applications performances in development and production and know how to meet your Service Level Agreement on critical microservices.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to write a JavaEE application with performance constraints (Service Level Agreement?SLA) leveraging the...
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The Gathering Storm (Wheel of Time, Book 12)Tor Books, 2009




Tarmon Gai’don, the Last Battle, looms. And mankind is not ready.



The final volume of the Wheel of Time, A Memory of Light, was partially written by Robert Jordan before his untimely passing in 2007. Brandon Sanderson, New York Times bestselling author of the Mistborn books, was...
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Amazing Java: Learn Java Quickly!Andrei Besedin, 2017

	

	Do you know Java is being used worldwide? These days it is difficult to find a platform not running on Java. Their uses begin from commercial e-commerce website to Android apps, from desktop applications to games, from financial applications to scientific applications, from J2ME applications to open source library...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 6 Maximum Performance: Unleash the hidden performance of ElementsFocal Press, 2007
Unleash the hidden potential for professional image editing in Adobe® Photoshop® Elements with this project-based, real-world guide.

Using step-by-step instructions and accompanying movie tutorials, Mark Galer leads you through the less well-known and most powerful post-production editing techniques Adobe® Photoshop®...
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Filmmaking For Dummies (Career/Education)For Dummies, 2008
"I found Filmmaking For Dummies a thorough and informative read: a complete A to Z that demystifies not only production, but pre- and post- production as well. Stoller paints a picture of filmmaking so basic that you'd have to be not just a dummy but completely braindead if you're unable to make your own movie after closing the...
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